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WHO COVID-
19 Essential 

Supplies 
Forecasting 
Tool (ESFT)

• The WHO COVID-19 Essential Supplies Forecasting 
Tool (ESFT) is designed to help governments, partners, 
and other stakeholders to estimate potential 
requirements for essential supplies to respond to the 
current pandemic of COVID-19. Although it gives users 
with an estimation of the number of cases, this 
calculator is not an epidemiological calculator.

• The focus of this tool is to forecast essential supplies: it 
includes estimation of personal protective equipment, 
diagnostic equipment, biomedical equipment for case 
management, essential drugs for supportive care, and 
consumable medical supplies.



Using the WHO COVID Essential Supplies Forecasting Tool (ESFT)

Calculation pathway

Define 
parameters

•Patient 
severity

•Health 
workforce

•Health 
infrastructure

•Testing 
capacity

•Oxygen 
utilization

Estimate # of 
cases

•Weekly 
estimates

•Option 1: SIR 
model

•Option 2: 
Exponential 
growth

•Option 3: 
Manual entry

Model specific 
scenarios

•Forecast 
period

•Testing 
strategy

1
Define 
equipment usage

•PPE
•Hygiene
•Biomedical
•Drugs & 

consumables

2 3 4

Biomedical equipment quantities: 
for severe and critical patients 

receiving inpatient care

Diagnostics equipment quantities: 
to diagnose and release patients 

based on adopted testing strategy

PPE quantities: for HCWs treating 
inpatients, conducting 

consultations with outpatients, and 
operating labs



80 COVID-19 Cases

Case 
Severity

Length of Stay & 
Treatment Assumptions

Case fatality rate 
(CFR)

40%: Mild Outpatient;
self-isolating for 2 weeks N/A

40%:
Moderate

Outpatient; 
Self-isolating for 2 weeks N/A

15%: Severe Inpatient;  1 week in 
hospital; oxygen needed 13.4%

5%: Critical
Inpatient; 2 weeks in 
hospital; ventilation 
needed

50%

Case Severity Assumptions

32 mild cases

12 severe cases

4 critical cases

Total case load is then broken down into cases by severity with the following patient and case severity; 
and length of stay assumptions

32 moderate cases

Reference value inputs described; all inputs are editable by users if more accurate information known for a given setting



Health workforce split % Assumption Notes

% HCW not activated for COVID-19 care 40% Based on discussions with medical professionals globally; 
likely highly variable

% treating hospitalized COVID-19 inpatients 54% Based on WHO HRH tool estimates for time required for 
staff to treat patients based on input case severity ratios% HCWs screening and triaging suspected 

COVID-19 cases 6%

HCW availability Assumptions: influences caps on staff in different settings of care

Reference value inputs described; all inputs are editable by users if more accurate information known for a given setting

Note that these ratios 
will change depending 
on the inputs for patient 
severity due to back 
calculations calculating a 
weighted average HCW 
and cleaner ratio per 
total severe + critical 
bed

Absolute estimate
Based on # of doctors and nurses reported in World Bank and WHO Global Health 
Observatory; or average LMIC values per capita if manual population (see below)

Income category Average of doctors per 1000 
population, for territories 
with missing data

Average of nurses per 1000 
population, for territories 
with missing data

Low income 0.216 0.819
Lower middle income 0.732 1.984
Upper middle income 1.811 3.695
High income 2.802 7.882



Inpatient Care Staff Staff per Inpatient Bed Assumption Notes

Health care workers 
(physicians, nurses) 1.6 Based on WHO HRH tool care assumptions and 

8-hour shift

Cleaners 0.4 Based on WHO HRH tool care assumptions and 
8-hour shift

Ambulance Personnel 0.06 2 operators (driver and medical personnel) per 
100-bed hospital with 8-hour shifts

Biomedical Engineer 0.02 2 biomedical engineers per 100-bed hospital 
with 8-hour shifts

Inpatient 
care

Screening/triage staff Assumption Assumption Notes

Number of people per HCW 
per day 23 Based on WHO HRH tool assumption each suspected 

case takes 21 mins, with 8-hour shifts

Screening/ 
Triage

HCW and Staff operations Assumptions: influences forecast staff operating per week, and 
corresponding PPE needs

Reference value inputs described; all inputs are editable by users if more accurate information known for a given setting

Note that these ratios 
will change depending 
on the inputs for 
patient severity due to 
back calculations 
calculating a weighted 
average HCW and 
cleaner ratio per total 
severe + critical bed


